
10H Summer Reading Project
Mr. Dold

When asked what the difference is between 10A and 10H, my answer is: writing. In English 10H,
more will be expected of you as writers, both in terms of quality (of course) and quantity. It is my
goal that all my 10H students be able to write high-quality papers by the end of sophomore year.
Special attention will be given to developing and supporting ideas, writing cohesively and
logically, and writing with a mature academic voice.

Learning to annotate works we read is a crucial element of this process. This summer, you are to
read and annotate The Great Gatsby.

The Great Gatsby is widely regarded as one of, if not the greatest work of American Literature.
This text will expertly set us up for the majority of our major study of literature for the year. This
text is readily available at public libraries or at bookstores (please no e-books). Read slowly,
establish images of places and people, give the characters and circumstances time to develop
into part of your own imaginary world.  Please do not bother with outside assistance – Spark
Notes, Cliff Notes, Wikipedia.  Rely on yourself and your own thoughts.  Please contact me
before June 15 if there is a financial concern.

What do we mean by annotate? Annotating is the process of active reading: it’s a way of
having a conversation with the text. Typical annotations might be questions you have as you
read; observations about characters, themes, motifs, and symbols; important quotes or
passages, examples of figurative language. As you read, record these ideas as notes– use
Post-Its if that is your process.

The assignment: You will use your Post-Its or notes as the foundation for well-developed and
well-supported paragraphs explaining five symbols in the novel and how they connect to the
concept of the American Dream. This novel features a vision of the American Dream that is both
personal to the characters as well as universal to us all. You will use specific examples from the
text to support your paragraphs, and you will use in-text citations, properly formatted, to cite
them. Your annotations themselves will not be turned in; they are for you to use in writing
your paragraphs and for discussion.

This assignment does NOT require an introduction or a conclusion. You are focusing on five
specific symbols and writing a paragraph for each. Like all work in this class, they must be typed
in Times New Roman, 12-point font, double-spaced, and have a proper heading according to
MLA style. You will not need a Works Cited page for this assignment.

We will use the material in your annotations to write our first formal academic paper. The more
detailed and thoughtful your annotations are, the easier writing that assignment will be.

For questions about MLA style, consult: https://owl.english.purdue.edu/owl/resource/747/01/
This link and these directions are also posted on your Google Classroom page.

Enjoy this book – and others! – and your summer. I look forward to meeting you in the fall.

The assignment will be due on the first day of school

Mr. Dold
Email: edold@htsd.us
Google Classroom Code: sn2agmi
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